Highlights of a Conversation at a Youth Prevention Community Conference

GROUP 1
Strength from music
Music = prayer

GROUP 2
Music
Prayer
Grounded in leaning practices
Fluid and dynamic
Ceremony
Family and friends
Support
Stepping stone to healing
Storytelling/Sharing – experience
Symbolization
Roots/anchor
Values/morals/beliefs
Reiteration/cementing
Passing down the ‘good stuff’

GROUP 3
Knew someone with a history of alcohol = healing and recovery, is now a NNADAP worker.
Importance of the truth and reconciliation ‘inquiry’
Example 2: RAGS (Regina Anti-Gang Strategy)
Example 3: Smudging and sweat lodges
GROUP 4

GROUP 5
Prayer
Being proud
Church
Being connected as a family
Supporting one another
Elders
Strength
Connecting with traditions
Learn and practice the grandfather teachings
Learning and understanding

GROUP 6